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Illus. in full color. A fascinating introduction to the world of wolves, one of nature's most enduring
and misunderstood creatures. Wolf-pack behavior, body language, and the meaning of howls
are all demystified in this natural history.

From School Library JournalGrade 1-3 --Milton introduces readers to wolf-pack behavior
including body language, the raising of pups, and hunting tactics; myths and legends
surrounding the animals; and the hunting that almost led to their extinction in the U. S. The book
is sympathetic to the return of wolves to appropriate natural habitats. Schwinger's realistic
watercolor and pencil illustrations complement the text and provide numerous visual clues for
emerging readers. A factual and up-to-date look at Wild, Wild Wolves.-Gale W. Sherman,
Pocatello Pub . Lib . , IDCopyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc.Review"Nonfiction at the
beginning-to-read level is rare and welcome, particularly when it blends appeal and information
as smoothly as this book does."--Bulletin, Center for Children's Books. From the Inside Flapll
color. A fascinating introduction to the world of wolves, one of nature's most enduring and
misunderstood creatures. Wolf-pack behavior, body language, and the meaning of howls are all
demystified in this natural history.From the Back CoverIllus. in full color. A fascinating
introduction to the world of wolves, one of nature's most enduring and misunderstood creatures.
Wolf-pack behavior, body language, and the meaning of howls are all demystified in this natural
history.About the AuthorJoyce Milton has written several books for Penguin Young Readers,
including Bats and Pocahontas: An American Princess. Milton currently lives in Brooklyn, New
York.Read more
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marion meskill, “Interesting topic!!. Good book to use with my home schoolers that are nature
oriented.  Good info about wolves!!”

Lara, “We really enjoyed this book for the most part. We really enjoyed this book for the most
part. It does include one page about werewolves, which seems a little odd. Kind of scary,
especially if it's being read at bedtime. We just sort of breezed past that page... I would've given
it 5 stars if not for that.”

Jessica Adcox, “Review. Cute”

SugarLange, “Great book for practice. My seven year old lived that she vould read this for
herself!”

Wellred_2, “Good book for 3-4th Graders. My kids enjoyed reading about wolves and learning
about the origin of dogs.”

Linda, “Wolves wolves wolves. Easy to read.  3rd grader enjoyed it”

Kelly Jo, “Good. Good”

Rox, “Exciting read. Read”

Hornbill, “My six year old enjoyed this story and often asks me to re-read it. Wolves have always
been fascinating animals, both for adults and children. My six year old enjoyed this story and
often asks me to re-read it. He loves to imitate their howls and is surprised by the fun facts that
the book keeps revealing - the alpha male and female, how much a wolf can run in a day and
how they hunt. There's even a page on Werewolves :-). I'll summarize and say that this is a fun
book for young children, that also packs enough information to be a great first introduction about
Wolves. If your kids are curious, or love animals, they will like it.”

Angela, “Nice little reader. Any kid who liked wolves will enjoy this little reader.”

The book by Keiko Kasza has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 265 people have provided feedback.
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Board book: 12 pages
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